The development of a quantitative and qualitative method based on UHPLC-QTOF MS/MS for evaluation paclitaxel-tetrandrine interaction and its application to a pharmacokinetic study.
Paclitaxel is a broad-spectrum anti-cancer drug by targeting microtubulin. However, multidrug resistant (MDR) makes its clinical application more difficult and results in failure of chemotherapy. Tetrandrine as a potential multidrug resistant modulator could be combined with other anti-cancer drugs. In this study, ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) combined with quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (QTOF) was applied to simultaneously qualitative and quantitative analysis of paclitaxel for the pharmacokinetic studies while combined with tetrandrine. This method was developed based on non-target screening mode IDA (Information Dependent Acquisition). As a result, the validated range was 0.25-64ng/ml (30µl plasma) for paclitaxel. Totally 33 metabolites of paclitaxel and tetrandine were identified in vivo and in vitro. The main metabolites of PTX were dose-dependent decreased with different amounts of tetrandine co-administration no matter in vivo and in vitro, the exposure of PTX increased in pharmacokinetic study. The verified method is sensitive accurate and effective for the simultaneous determination of paclitaxel and its metabolites in blood, urine and live microsome incubation samples and it was successfully applied to evaluate the pharmacokinetics and drug-drug interaction between paclitaxel and tetrandine. Furthermore, a biosensor technology, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis was applied to preliminary evaluate the competitive protein binding of multiple components. The SPR analysis indicated that the affinity between 6-hydroxy-paclitaxel and micotubulin is similar to that between paclitaxel and micotubulin, and tetrandrine also does not form a competitive combination with paclitaxel. For human, 6-hydroxy-paclitaxel is the one of main metabolites of paclitaxel, so the results suggested that tetrandine has an influence on the metabolite of paclitaxel, but tetrandine and the main metabolites of PTX probably do not affect PTX's biological targeting, the effect of its pharmacological action needs to be further studied.